
Our growing company is hiring for a talent solutions. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for talent solutions

Ensure all campaigns, starting in the pre-sales stage all the way through a
campaigns conclusion, are booked accurately and in a way that meet clients
objectives
Flawlessly execute on campaigns while generating ideas on how to meet all
booked revenue goals and ensure customer success
Analyze, track and optimize customers’ campaigns
Lead regularly scheduled client calls to optimize, pace and track media
investments
Make fast, high-quality decisions that strengthen the company
Think like an owner and have an impact outside of your core functions by
demonstrating leadership, providing leverage and producing results that will
help effectively scale
Directly manage a team of sales representatives focused on renewing and
expanding existing customer revenues
Focus on client success in order to build a talent pipeline and create a pool of
customers that will serve as references for sales and marketing purposes
Be ready to take on additional initiatives and responsibilities as they emerge
and do everything you can to help the company achieve its larger objectives
Leverage Linkedin's unique data to drive insights and learnings which address
our clients' business challenges

Qualifications for talent solutions

Example of Talent Solutions Job Description
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Demonstrated ability to conceive and execute complex research projects and
tasks
Ability to translate business/product objectives into actionable analyses is
required
Ability to communicate findings and recommendations to executive and
expert audiences in reports and presentations is required
PhD in I/O Psychology or related area
1-3 years of experience conducting research on, or analyzing, talent
management and related business challenges
Experience in presenting information to groups


